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Next Launcher for Android is the brainchild of Go Dev Team, known as the developers of Go Launcher EX, one of the most common launchers at the moment. In all likelihood, together with the work on the main project, the team decided to do something completely new, unique. The shell considered really turned out to
be extremely original. It boasts an abundance of 3D elements. Settings are rich in different types of animation: desktop and navigation in the main menu. However, the most curious little things that rarely pay attention to in the launcher. For example, when you move shortcuts to your desktop, a panel containing icons
moves downwards and the pages themselves are formed from above. The user quickly fills the workspace sharp, dropping clicks. No less interesting is the ability to choose all the icons at once with the help of simple guides on them. The icons can then be moved to another desktop, placed in a folder, or completely
removed. Next Launcher has a grid, but there's little practical need, as each icon can be placed in an arbitrary place on the display, and it can also be rotated. We also have to praise the app for its excellent optimization. The shell loads instantly and functions much faster than the same TouchWiz and Go launcher. In
general, Next Launcher is a good alternative to Google Start and other desktops. Flexibility in customization, futuristic design and speed will please owners of budget smartphones and tablets. Page 2 Go Launcher is an Android program that is designed to customize the work environment of smartphones and tablets. A
standard version of multiple screens is used. Desktops are added and removed with the click of the appropriate symbol. There are 8 icons on the desktop by default, but their number changes easily. Screens can be selected by scrolling or through the matrix. The page turn animation looks very aesthetically pleasing and
has a customization function (8 design options and different scroll speeds). There is an opportunity to put an add-on that will record and show missed calls, new SMS and emails. The program has several options for adding shortcuts: through a long tab, or through a menu. With the second option, the addition is much

faster and much more convenient. When you're trying to create a folder, you can immediately give it a name and give it apps that will be in it in the future. The bottom go launcher is easy to set up for specific tasks. You can choose the program whose icons will be placed on it. At the same time, you can maintain up to
three panels that can be viewed with a napkin. The app's menu consists of 8 icons with navigation. Flipping is customizable: vertical, horizontal, different animation options. You can sort apps by Easy to find. Own widgets are sometimes the deciding factor in choosing a launcher, and the review object is not without these
useful utilities. In addition to the standard, you can add others like from a built-in store. All possible settings of the app are made in the Settings menu. In the same menu they can be saved or restored if desired. Overall, this launcher is one of the best thanks to good optimization and constant improvements and updates.
If you're tired of the device's usual interface, be sure to use Go Launcher features. Page 3 Nova Launcher is the next Android shell based on Ice Cream Sandwich (in the latest versions of Material Design style), which can test the clean interface of the mobile operating system. Today, virtual spaces abound with a lot of
launchers. However, despite this variety, they look almost the same, because all in one impulse try to look like the popular shells from Samsung and Sony. Nova Launcher also shows a pristine clean desktop, like on Nexus (Google Start) devices. The app is not too rich on settings, especially compared to the same GO
Launcher. On the other hand, the essential advantage is that everything works extremely smoothly and smoothly, without unnecessary inconveniences that can be caused by overloading the interface. After the app is first launched, the desktop and bottom dock group most of the installed programs are in folders. If some
of them are not distributed correctly, there is a special element in the lower menu that allows you to sort the elements of the environment in every way. The full version has enough functionality to customize, but is still inferior to programs such as Next Launcher and Go Launcher. At the same time, the launcher should be
praised for the pleasant animation flipping, as well as for the regular release of mini-updates. It is clear that the developers actively support their efforts. Thus, Nova Launcher is an attractive shell with moderate functionality and good performance, inferior to competitors in the field of settings. In order to use your full
potential, you need to download and install a version of Prime and a notification plug-in. Page 4 Apex Launcher is an Android launcher that has gained popularity thanks to its sophisticated interface and easy to use. This app follows the path of a classic desktop, as in pure Android, but under the hood you can find many
interesting and useful chips. If you compare the app to Go Launcher EX, you can also set themes here without any restrictions. Want a desktop like on iOS? It's easy. Just go to the center and choose any of the thousands of options available. In addition to themes you can install themes and icons that greatly improve
the decoration of the working It's This. unlimited, and among the options you can find options such as grid settings, fields, zooms, icons, visuals and other forward adjustments. The user is given complete freedom to use certain functions to improve the workspace. There are useful things among the options, such as fine
tuning for folders, app menus, dock bar, notifications and backups. To apply the changes, you don't need to reboot the device, just select the item to reboot the Apex Launcher in the control panel program. Complete with the app, you can install a special tool Apex Notifier. It allows you to display notifications of missed
calls, emails, messages, and notifications. In addition to the standard programs, Google supports the popular whatsApp.Overall messenger, Apex Launcher - a good alternative to various twisters and dye for smartphones and tablets. A rich selection of themes and a variety of options to help you quickly organize a
comfortable table for all tastes. Page 5 Download Guests can't request updates! The zenUI Launcher is an advanced Android launcher from ASUS. Initially, the program was available only to owners of preinstalled gadgets of the company, but now anyone can try this product on a smartphone or tablet. The first thing to
look out for is that after launch, the launcher offers a choice of one of two desktop design options. The first is a classic, almost a copy of Google Start. Second, all apps are scattered all over the desktop. Regardless of the choice, the user gets the full functionality of the zenUI Launcher.The app has a rather succinct
design, made in a minimalist style. Pleasant for the eyes and standard animation swiping between desktops. A long tap on the screen activates the settings center, where you can select a new theme, replace the wallpaper, edit the homepage and add widgets. There is also a shortcut to advanced launcher settings. User
settings allow you to customize the home screen to change the size of icons and folders, block apps, change settings, search, and more. If you like the program after you've watched it, you can activate the slider in the first paragraph, which will set the program as the default launcher. In general, zenUI Launcher is a
great shell for the Android desktop, which will please users not only a beautiful interface, but also several design options. The next 3D Shell 3.7.3.2 Apk launcher is fixed สําหรับ Android 2020 คุณใหความบันเทิงและความบันเทิงไมเพียงพอหรือไม? ถางัน
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